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“Witnessing Without Turning Purple”

How many of you remember the 1960’s a “tour de force” of television programming – the sitcom
“Get Smart” starring Don Adams? It was a farce – a whack at the so called “intelligence agencies” of
government. Most everything the show dealt with was secret, but sometimes conversations were so
super-secret that Agent Maxwell Smart and his chief would lower a gadget called “the cone of silence”
over them, and visit under it, even if they were alone in the room. Of course, you could hear every word
they said, which I suppose was the point.
Unfortunately, there is a “cone of silence” under which many Christians live – that being a selfimposed silence when it comes to talking about spiritual matters. The cone drops particularly when we
are on some form of public transportation, but it drops at meals, at social functions of, and in truth, it
descends even among Christians in places like…well…church. Nearly 2 in 3 Christians surveyed said in the
last year they’d had fewer than 5 spiritual conversations of any sort with anyone, including fellow
Christians.
Today and next week I will devote myself to the question of why this is and how to share faith.
Almost the entire book of Acts is devoted to that subject, plus this gives me a chance to a plug the class we
are having on spiritual conversations which still has two more sessions!
Acts 16:9-15 is almost too good to be true with regard to witnessing. There are no tongues of fire
in this story, no miraculous bursting of prison doors freeing imprisoned apostles, no invitation to speak in a
synagogue on how the Old Testament foretells that Jesus is the Messiah. True, the Holy Spirit does set
this up (he sets up everything in Acts) by giving Paul a vision of a man from Macedonia imploring him to
“come and help us.” Paul doesn’t show up in Philippi by accident, let’s concede that.
But apparently his prospects weren’t so good. So, he did what we all should do when it comes to
sharing our faith – look for opportunities and then roll with them. We cannot say with certainty what the
religious identification of Lydia and her companions were. If they were Jews, its unusual no Jewish men
were present – Jewish women deferred by custom to the instruction of men so one would have expected
some to be mentioned. Whenever in the presence of Jews Acts says Paul always started with the
scriptures and “argued” from them the case for Jesus as Messiah. None of this is mentioned.
Lydia is identified for us as “a worshipper of God.” No Jew would have been called thus – only
Gentile “inquirers”, such as the Roman Centurion Cornelius, who in Acts 10 is identified as a “god fearer.”
Paul and Silas are simply sniffing around for a place where a faith conversation can happen. They happen
upon women gathered in a “place for prayer” and they’re off to the races.
At this point we all put up our hands and say “whoa…this is Paul after all, of course he’s going to
have a faith conversation AND it’s going to lead to a conversion”! That rarely, if ever describes our
experience with faith sharing. We live in a time when talking about Jesus is about as polite and welcomed
as a public expression of indigestion.
Yet, that is not entirely true. Well documented and for some personally experienced is of a
conversation growing cold or a sarcastic comment being uttered when the subject turns to Jesus or the
church. We are well aware of proscriptions of talking about faith in the public square, defined as the
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Revelation 7 altars the worship narrative however, for nowhere in it is found Psalm 23's "my,
Revelation portrays
elders... angels... white clad saints, "great multitudes" as single mindedly
saints. We say "God liberates us from sin and death by
joining us to the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ ... and ... in baptism we are made members of the
church, the body of Christ."

in which God has placed
us. We must, as Charles Whiston said, ask God to "take us away from
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